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SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Twist MSRP

AEPC916
Aero Precision 9x19 semi
auto AR9 PCC 16'' 9 x 19

mm 
CC312 B 9 x 19  21  1/2 x 28  40  54.5  1:10  

2000.00 € incl.
tax

PCC - Pistol Caliber Carbine rifles offer the handling of long guns combined with handgun calibers.

Lower and Upper Enchanced EPC (9x19mm)
Aero Precision unsealed cylinder head
16'' barrel at 1:10'' pitch
Flip-up sights
Magpul MOE SL-K stock mounted on standard 6-position receiver extension (buffer tube)
Atlas R one handguard 10"
Magpul MOE SL-K stock
Ambidextrous cocking lever
VG6 Gama muzzle brake 1/2x28

Lower and Upper EPC:
Aero Precision's EPC-9 receiver assembly is precision machined from two 7075-T6 aluminum forgings and
features a last cartridge hold open system. This EPC-9 assembly is compatible with standard frame Glock
magazines and accepts 9x19 or .40S&W using the appropriate bolt carrier, barrel and magazine combination.

Cylinder head not seated:
The Aero Precision EPC/AR9 Bolt is the heart of your EPC construction. Machined from 8620 steel and
featuring a nitride finish, a fracture-resistant grade 23 titanium axle and 4140 steel extractor, the EPC bolt is
precision machined from the ground up to meet the extreme firearm demands of the blowback AR platform.

Ambidextrous cocking lever:
The BREACH® from Aero Precision is a rugged, ambidextrous, precision-manufactured charging handle for
the AR15 platform. The BREACH design uses a reinforced 7075-T6 aluminum bar that is capable of
handling the most demanding tasks. Its ambidextrous levers feature a patent-pending dual-spring system,
which directs operating force to the sturdy body of the charging handle. This allows the shooter to use a one-
sided charging technique without compromising the part - a pitfall for traditional mil-spec charging handles.

The small lever configuration provides a discreet, easy-to-grip interface that is comfortable over the shoulder
and can be operated effortlessly from both sides of the rifle.
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VG6 Gama muzzle brake:
The VG6 GAMMA 9mm sets a new standard in recoil management by virtually eliminating all muzzle
movement.

This muzzle brake/compensator hybrid virtually eliminates recoil and minimizes muzzle movement. The
unique combination of braking and compensation characteristics inspires confidence in the shooter and
allows him to make very rapid follow-up shots. Its unique design has been optimized for 9mm pressures,
offering a very soft sensation in the shoulder thanks to the dimensions of the gas ports which have been
tested to give the greatest possible control to the muzzle.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


